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Flow Chart                                                 Macro Structure      

12. Surah Yusuf (Joseph) Prophet as.  Verses: 111;       Makki;   Paragraphs: 3 

 

Period of Revelation: The subject matter of this Surah indicates that it was revealed during 
the last stage of the Holy Prophet's residence at Makkah, when the Quraish were 
considering the question of killing or exiling or imprisoning him. At that time some of the 
unbelievers put this question (probably at the instigation of the Jews) to test him :"Why did 

Main Themes: 

It is clear that this Surah 
was sent down for two 
objects:The first object 
was to give the proof of 

the Prophethood of 
Muhammad (Allah's 

peace be upon him),The 
second object was to 

apply it to the Quraish 
and warn them that 

ultimately the conflict 
between them and the 

Holy Prophet would end 
in his victory over them. 

1st Paragraph: Verses 1 - 2 

Throughout the narrative the Quran 
has made it clear that all prophets 
as invited the people to the same 

Message to which Muhammad 
pbuh was inviting them. 

2nd Paragraph: 
Verses 3 - 101 

Story of Yousaf 
as; The marvelous 

example of 
Prophet Joseph 

teaches us that a 
man of high and 
pure character 

comes out 
successful even 
under the most 

adverse 
circumstances. 

 

 

3rd Paragraph: 
Verses 102-111 

Conclusion; 

The greatest 
lesson this story 
teaches is that if 

the Believer 
possesses true 

Islamic character 
and is endowed 
with wisdom, he 

can conquer a 
whole country 

with the strength 
of his character 

alone. 
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the Israelites go to Egypt?" This question was asked because they knew that their story was 
not known to the Arabs for there was no mention of it whatever in their traditions and the 
Holy Prophet had never even referred to it before. Therefore they expected that he would 
not be able to give any satisfactory answer to this question or would first evade it, and 
afterwards try to inquire about it from some Jew, and thus he would be totally exposed. But, 
contrary to their expectations, the tables were turned on them, for Allah revealed the whole 
story of Prophet Joseph then and there, and the Holy Prophet recited it on the spot. This put 
the Quraish in a very awkward position because it not only foiled their scheme but also 
administered a warning to them by aptly applying it to their case, as if to say, "As you are 
behaving towards this Prophet, exactly in the same way the brothers of Prophet Joseph 
behaved towards him; so you shall meet with the same end." 

The fact is that by applying this story to the conflict, the Quran had made a bold and clear 
prophecy, which was fulfilled literally by the events that happened in the succeeding ten 
years. Hardly two years had passed after its revelation, when the Quraish conspired to kill 
the Holy Prophet like the brothers of Prophet Joseph, and he had to emigrate from Makkah 
to Al-Madinah, where he gained the same kind of power as Prophet Joseph had gained in 
Egypt. Again, in the end the Quraish had to humble themselves before him just like the 
brothers of Prophet Joseph, when they humbly requested, "Show mercy to us for Allah 
rewards richly those who show mercy" (V. 88), and Prophet Joseph generously forgave 
them, (though he had complete power to wreak vengeance on them,) saying, " today no 
penalty shall be inflicted on you. May Allah forgive you:He is the greatest of all those who 
forgive" (V. 92). The same story of mercy was repeated, when after the conquest of Makkah, 
the crest fallen Quraish stood meekly before the Holy Prophet, who had full power to wreak 
his vengeance on them for each and every cruelty committed by them. But instead, he 
merely asked them, "What treatment do you expect from me now?" They replied, "You are a 
generous brother and the son of a generous brother." At this, he very generously forgave 
them, saying, "I will give the same answer to your request that Joseph gave to his brothers: 
“...today, no penalty shall be inflicted on you: you are forgiven." 

There is an object lesson in these stories of the former people for those, who possess 
common sense. That thing which is being sent down in the Qur'an is not a forgery, but (is 
absolutely genuine and) it confirms the previous Scriptures, gives details of everything, and 
is a guidance and blessing for the Believers. 

 


